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Introducing FI-STAR

“FI-STAR” derived its name from Fixed Income 
Structuring, Trading, And Risk Management. 

This superior enterprise-level fixed income 
trading system ensures real-time sharing of 
trading data and position information across 
different user groups and trading desks.

FI-STAR seamlessly integrates real-time access 
to information, fast and convenient trade 
execution, and advanced risk management into 
one cohesive user interface design.
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The FI-STAR trading system is primarily composed of four main business modules: Portfolio, Current 
Markets, Trade Entry, and Trade Blotter.
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Each module can be customized for its size, position, look and feel, and these preferences are saved 
for each user.
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The Portfolio module enables users to monitor their positions, prices, and P&L in real-time. Multiple 
users that share the same accounts will see the same information throughout the day.
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The Trade Entry module allows users to add, modify, and cancel trades. FI-STAR includes a Batch 
Trade feature that allows users to execute multiple trades at once.
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The Current Markets Module lets users monitor real-time market benchmarks while pricing positions. 
FI-STAR system can connect to most market data sources.
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The Trade Blotter Module displays and monitors users’ trade journal in real-time. 
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FI-STAR business modules are contained in an easy to arrange desktop.
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FI-STAR contains powerful customizing features. Users can quickly change the look and feel of all 
tables using the View Editor.
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The View Editor displays the list of available columns on the left. Users can select the columns to 
view. They can also sort and filter rows based on desired criteria.
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FI-STAR provides the necessary information and 
tools to manage pre-trade and trade processes.

The system integrates back-office functionality 
with cost savings and bookkeeping features, that 
show detailed trade entries as well as positions.

FI-STAR allows traders to trade efficiently with 
internal offices or clients located anywhere in the 
world.

Trading with FI-STAR
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Whether you want to trade securities for position or hedge for risk adjustment, Quick Trade Entry, located in the 
Portfolio module, allows you to perform instant trade executions via Hot Keys and minimal inputs.
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A sequence of trade information can be preset. Only a few fields such as “Face” and “Customer” need 
to be entered.
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After a trade is executed, the position is updated in the Portfolio while the Trade Blotter displays the 
details of the trade.
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Users cancel or modify a trade by selecting the trade in the Trade Blotter and clicking Trade Modify.
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The Trade Entry pops up front and displays the comprehensive trade ticket information.
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Changes are entered on the Trade Ticket and then re-submitted as modification.
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The Portfolio will update positions again while the Trade Blotter adds the detailed trade status.
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FI-STAR provides a bird’s eye point of view for 
the manager to observe the entire portfolio and 
to perform various risk analysis on a post-trade 
basis.

Decisions from the scenario analysis can be 
imported back to trading portfolio.

Integrating Risk Analysis with Trading
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The trading system is seamlessly integrated with the scenario risk analysis tool. Launch “Extensive 
Risk Analysis” to use this feature.
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The Risk Analysis screen allows users to quickly import and update active trading accounts without 
delay.
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To conduct extensive analysis, select securities by checking the On column checkbox, and click the 
Calculate icon. Selected securities are sent for calculation.
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Computational intensive analysis, including stochastic and sensitivity analysis, are performed on parallel processes by 
our servers to maximize speed performance. Once the calculation is finished, the results are summarized on screen.
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FI-STAR provides Trade Support and 
Operations with an easy to use Admin Module to 
manage trading and general FI-STAR system 
operations.

FI-STAR can interface with other back-office 
systems to provide straight-through processing 
of trades, product updates, and prices.

Admin module performs the EOD operations, 
giving users accurate P&L and start-of-day 
positions.

Administering FI-STAR
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The Admin Module performs fine-tuning for a variety of administration functions. Its capabilities range from product and 
account setup, market index and factor update, trade log to back office, and End-Of-Day processing.
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The EOD Prices tab allows trade support and controllers to monitor whether firm-wise prices were 
properly marked by designated traders.
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Add or modify a security through the Product tab. An adaptor connection to data vendors, such as 
Bloomberg or Intex, to facilitate product information update can be made available.
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Add or modify clients’ information through the Customer tab. The system also allows users to perform 
internal trades if the customer account is the same as the internal company trade account. 
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The Futures tab lists the updated information for the futures related deliverable cash securities. 
Moreover, users can modify the information for cheapest-to-delivery calculation.
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The Market Index tab updates the relevant market indices. Users can setup the index and update it 
periodically. An adaptor connection to various real-time data vendors can be provided.
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Via its proven technology and unmatched 
features, FI-STAR brings:

• Live and Dynamic Information

• Enhanced Trade Execution

• Customizable Analysis

• Seamless Business Flow Integration

Why FI-STAR 
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New York-based, securitization consultant  
and fixed income solutions and technology 
provider

Former investment bankers with extensive 
structured finance experience

Specialists in business integration, fixed
income real-time trading, and structured
finance transaction

Who We Are
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For Additional Information or 
Live Demo on FI-STAR

please contact

Beyondbond, Inc.
45 Broadway, 9th FL
New York, NY 10006
646.313.3330 TEL
646.313.3339 FAX

info@beyondbond.com


